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State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board Clinical and Fiscal Drug Utilization and Evaluation Committee 
Minutes
May 25, 2005 – 9:30 a.m.

The State and Public Life and Health Insurance Board, Joint Clinical and Fiscal Drug Utilization and Evaluation Committee met on Wednesday, May 25, 2005, at 9:30 a.m., in the 1st Floor Conference Room, AR State Insurance Building, 3rd and Cross, Little Rock, AR.

Members present:					Members absent:
Dr. William Golden					Darrell Montgomery
Kat Neil						Dr. Joseph Thompson
Diann Gwatney					Dametrice Burke		
Matthew Hadley					Linda Scott
Robert Watson
	Mark McGrew for Charlie Campbell

Sharon Dickerson, Executive Director, Employee Benefits Division of DFA.

Others Present
Pat Minyard, Susan Bumpas, EBD; Jill Johnson, PharmD; Jay Smithson, Paul Harkins, Aventis; Ashley Ganett, Barry Fielder, Craig Mills, NMHC; Walt Morrison, College of Pharmacy/EBD.

Call to Order
Meeting was called to order by Dr. William Golden and all present were introduced as a courtesy to the visitors in attendance.  Marc McGrew, Pharmacist, was in attendance as designated representative of Charlie Campbell, a board member.

Approval of Minutes
Minutes from the previous meeting were approved with no objections being made.

Board Deliberations, presented by Sharon Dickerson
Dr.  Golden then asked Ms. Dickerson to talk about items for discussion as a result of the last meeting where we took into consideration decisions about the exclusion of drugs.

Ms. Dickerson referred to a recommendation that was taken to the Board to go through the process to communicate with various entities who may be stakeholders in some of our decisions, but the Board did not want to go down that path.  That path is much like the Administrative Procedures Act that some state agencies have to follow, and we don’t have to follow that.  She also mentioned the lawsuit which we won, because we did not have to follow the Administrative Procedures Act.  One of the comments from one of the board members was if looks like a duck and quacks like a duck, it could be a duck.  The Board is not inclined to approve that recommendation from this Committee.

Ms. Dickerson made the statement that the decisions made by this Committee touch 126,000-128,000 lives.  That is a small portion of the actual population of the State of Arkansas.  The Administrative Procedures Act is more geared toward the public rather than a group such as the one represented here.  Decisions are made here and taken to the Board for a final decision.  Ms. Dickerson went on to say if they wanted to speak with their peers - other physicians, or nurses -  feel free to do so independently, but the Board is opposed to putting a decision out  for public approval.

The next item of recommendation was Nexium, and the Board did agree to eliminate Nexium from the formulary.  When a drug is totally eliminated from the formulary, Dickerson referred to Act 1196 of 1997, which states we have to have an appeal process.  We meet all the other criteria outlined in this act.  She stated that a drug has never been eliminated from the formulary, although with Singulair we have removed one of the conditions that it covers. Historically, the drug was not excluded, but put it on third tier.  If anyone wanted the drug they could pay extra for it.  A drug can still be funded at the third tier.  

We need a way of offering a drug if they meet the criteria.  There is criteria for Nexium.   Dickerson stated she did not want to have a financial appeal for the members. She wants an appeal process so the members who can’t get the drug because it is excluded, if they have failed therapy or if they meet the criteria then we can approve the drug. Ms. Dickerson stated that was her recommendation.

Dr. Golden referred to a packet and asked if it was an example of the criteria that would be used at an appeal.  He then asked, “Why would being treated by a gastroenterologist make any difference.”  Fielder stated the criteria were just an informative statement, more of a formula to follow. 

Ms. Dickerson made the statement that (The Blues) Blue Cross/Health Advantage, and UAMS, have excluded Nexium; also the Department of Defense.  
Dr. Golden stated that (prior authorization) PA criteria for approval would be that they must have failed all four therapies and have one of two diagnosis – 1) severe esophagitis, or  2) pre-malignant changes.  It was agreed to change No. 4 to 1, and add “OR” between No. 2 and No. 3.  Ms. Dickerson then stated her recommendation, if approved, would be to put at 3rd Tier co-pay.  

Dr. Morrison asked Ms Dickerson if there were more exclusions under the Plan.  She clarified there are classes of drugs not covered, such as drugs for hair loss (propecia), and the fertility drugs. 

Dr. Morrison responded this is a precedent of something not being covered, and from what I understand there is no therapeutic basis for retaining Nexium when compared to Prilosec OTC.  Dr. Golden clarified that this is different from a coverage decision.  Dr. Morrison continued by saying the question he is raising… “because you have people who are pressuring you, and what I am hearing – if we do provide some basis for Nexium, it is a political decision and not a clinical decision.”  He feels that is for the wrong reason.  

Dickerson stated that it is political in a sense, and referred to legislation on prescription drug formulary.  She read from HB 1843 which states – when a health care insurer uses a formulary for prescription drugs, such insurer shall include a written procedure whereby covered persons can obtain, without penalty and in a timely fashion, specific drugs and medications not included in the formulary when:  (1) the formulary’s equivalent has been ineffective in the treatment of the covered person’s disease or condition; or (2) the formulary’s drug causes or is reasonably expected to cause adverse or harmful reactions in the covered person. 

Dr. Morrison stated that situation needed to be addressed by having a cap on payment PPI.  Dickerson stated that had been discussed by capping that whole category of drugs and saying we are paying “X” dollars for OTC Prilosec. Dickerson went on to say, but why would we want to pay more dollars for these others drugs when they are all equally effective.

Dr Golden stated that on some it would be severe esophagitis or could be severe erosive esophagitis, the dosage for treatment would be four tablets of the OTC.

Morrison stated the only rationale applicable for PPI is the quantity dosage issue, not the drug.  Dickerson stated a person can get whatever quantity the physician prescribes, if it be two boxes of 42 tablets, or four boxes.  Dr. Golden said there is no kick-out on the dosages; they can get whatever the physician prescribes.   He asked if the patient cannot obtain the OTC Prilosec, is the generic covered.   Dickerson’s response was, yes.  It was determined the cap would be on that whole category of drugs.  Dr. Golden continued by saying if the OTC is not available it would be fair to cap it at the price of the OTC.  Dr. Morrison interjected that would be the rightful time to prior authorize, as you are dealing with a distribution issue. Dr. Golden stated it is still an issue of how to protect the beneficiary.  Dr. Morrison asked if they had checked with the wholesalers.  Fielder stated he had checked with five wholesalers and four say they have no problems; the other said there is still a handful of hanging orders.
 
Dr. Golden asked for a discussion among the committee members.  We are covering some of the brand names now at 3rd Tier, now the question is do we want to cap the reimbursement.  We are not eliminating all 3rd Tier drugs, there is availability attached at that level, not like we have kicked out all the brands. Now you are saying you are only going to cap the reimbursement at OTC price for one brand.  Where do you want to cap it today?  That somewhat broadens the agenda for these items considerably. Dickerson stated she had discussed with the AG attorney and he feels we have to have an appeals process if we exclude drugs.  That is his opinion after reading the legislation. Dickerson feels we have to go with what our attorney is advising us.  We have to have a process.  Even though no one believes that Nexium is any better than any of the other drugs, if they pass the test of taking all the other drugs and they have the laparoscopic procedure and they have the pre-malignant condition, then they can have it.  The question was asked, why?  One doesn’t negate the other.  But we haven’t done that before.  Robert Watson asked why we would want to do that. Dickerson stated it would be cheaper.  We would pay no more than what the lowest cost product is on the market.  It would be financially beneficial to the Plan.  

Dr. Golden referred to the last meeting when there was an extended discussion where the Committee voted to excluded Nexium, and continue the other brand name as a transition for the future.  That was the plan.  Now we have come back to this meeting to implement the plan, but we were told it had to be an appeals process.  Given this is a continuation of the previous policy and we will be revisiting this, my suggestion would be that we approve the appeals process as put forward but continue to investigate the issues brought forward by Dickerson and others about eventual transition to either cap or some other program. Kind of like an experiment, to see how we want to deal with it in the future. Kat Neil concurred.  Ms. Johnson asked if this would require an appeals process if we officially moved it to Tier 4 at a discounted price as opposed to what they could get for cash.  It would be a “non-issue” – it is in Tier 4 and would be covered, and cheaper than if they were paying cash and is covered.  We could put a $120 cap on PPI.  

Ms. Bumpas asked if the Attorney General’s office has taken into consideration that we have a 4th Tier?  The response was no; that was not discussed. Dr. Golden asked if we had an official 4th Tier   Dickerson said yes, they get the discount and that’s it.  We would not have to go 4th Tier. Dickerson asked if what they were saying is put it on 4th Tier and let them pay cash and get the discount for it.  Johnson, said, yes, they get the benefit of being covered under the discount.  Dickerson said it is not getting us where we need to be and she does not want to go there.  Dr. Golden asked if it cost the Plan anything.  Dickerson’s response was no.  He then asked what are our concerns?  Dickerson doesn’t think it speaks the intent of the law.  There has to be an appeals process without penalty. She continued by saying we would have to treat the whole category of drugs in a similar way. If we put that one on the 4th Tier, and the member pays the entire cost, that is what they are doing now, there is no remedy for them to come back and say, I need this drug.

Dr. Golden stated we don’t appeal 3rd Tier.  Dickerson reminded him there is a $25 penalty there.  Fielder stated it depends on defining 4th Tier as formulary or not.  That’s really the key.  You have to allow an opportunity to get, without penalty, any medication not included on the formulary. 


Dickerson stated the 4th Tier has consisted of fertility drugs and weight loss drugs – those are the drugs we have never covered but we give the members a non-covered benefit of these drugs.  She went on to say she doesn’t feel there is any way to get around it except to have an appeals process for drugs excluded.

Morrison suggested to put it on the 4th Tier, and the reason being it would be a drug not covered they can buy OTC cheaper than at $10 co-pay.  It was suggested by Dr. Golden to have the Attorney General sit in on the meeting somewhere down the road.

The only debate Dr. Golden said would be whether there will be clinicians say you have put someone clinical, you have taken away a benefit.

Dickerson stated that is the whole issue, we don’t have mechanism for doing that, and we need to establish a Tier 1.  We could have Nexium on the 4th Tier, and have an appeals process and it will pay at the 3rd Tier.  If we do something like that, that is a slippery slope.  But I don’t want to do that.  It will cost the Plan too much money.

Dr. Golden stated it may be a theoretical problem, but if we do this on more drugs it will become an issue.  So we might as well wrestle with it now.

Dickerson feels we still need an appeals process for Nexium and for Singulair - any drugs we exclude for one of the approved indications it is covered for, and that we should have an appeals process and have it covered at the 3rd Tier.

This is what the Blues (Blue Cross/Health Advantage) and the University are doing,  It would be consistent with what the others in the community are doing.

Morrison wanted to make a motion, but Dr. Golden negated the motion saying the meeting today was to resolve the appeals process.  He also suggested that since there is a policy excluding Nexium, which was approved at last meeting, today it was brought back to discuss an appeal to be consistent with regulations as we understand at this point in time.  We discussed the clinical opportunity for an appeal and it sounds from the consensus that all we wanted to have was whether they failed ….regardless of reasons, documentation.  I would suggest we approve that concept, Item No. 4 as the reason for appeals and in the meantime continue discussing whether 4th Tier is formulary and other kinds of mechanisms to handle this type of drug.

Dr. Morrison suggested we say that we will handle this appeal process only for drugs that we exclude, not for drugs on the 3rd Tier.  Can’t we do that?  Dickerson affirmed.

Dr. Golden stated that right now we have voted to exclude it and implement the appeals process only if the patient has tried all four other alternatives. We will continue to explore the issue of how to move forward with this kind of issue in terms of regulations as well as cost.

Bumpas asked if we should have OTC as one of the alternatives, or would that be redundant.  It was agreed that, yes, we should do this.

Dr. Golden stated that we will continue to explore the issue of exclusion or tiered formulary in the context of cost as well as legislation.

Dr. Neill pointed out that legislation says if the formulary approval has been ineffective in the treatment of the covered persons’ disease it is exempt.

Dickerson asked if we are saying this is the only criteria.  Dr. Golden’s response was, yes.  We will bring back the final version for continued discussion.  There were no objections.

Rebates
Barry Fielder was asked to explain the rebate issue.  He stated it goes back to a couple of drug decisions made two or three months ago, and changes in contracting.  It supposedly put the Plan at a disadvantage from a rebate standpoint by eliminating two drugs.  The drugs in question are Paxil CR and Welbutin XL.  We are leaving them in 3rd Tier based on changes in how rebates are paid.  It would end up costing the Plan around $350,000 a year.  There are a couple of things about those two particular products.  As they are right now we are not able to provide them. There are some manufacturing issues.  In April the number of prescriptions was about 20% of what it was in January.  There are only about 117 prescriptions total.  If you are using Paxil once a day vs. the           generic, when you consider the amount of rebates being paid on that product at a higher level the difference in prices on the average the prescription costs only about $2.00.  You have the $25 co-pay versus the $10.  Basically, the decision is whether to revert back to 2nd Tier, or leave them where they are.  Dr. Golden then stated that we are being threatened.  You have to decide what are the priorities of the Plan and how do you get out of being dependent on the rebates.  Dickerson stated we contracted with the PBM, and the PBM contracted with the drug manufacturer, it lies as much with the PBM as much as with the drug manufacturer. The utilizer is caught in the middle.  We can accept it or not, because we aren’t bound by their formulary or the contract they have with the drug manufacturers.  We can do whatever we choose.  We just have to know that if and when we decide not to take the rebate that it will affect the premiums for our members.  We need to be cognizant that we would have to pay that much more.  Dickerson stated that she and Barry had talked about this, and the PBM does not like being threatened either.  Kat Neill stated there are virtually alternatives for all of them.

There was more discussion on the rebates and how it would affect the drug manufacturers.

Dickerson remarked that if we want to go after the money and do want to see these drugs on formulary we would have to go back and talk to the drug manufacturers about moving them to 2nd Tier.  The timeline being they will reinstate the rebates effective as of April 1, 2005.  We can stand firm and say we will not play the game until we get more research from our consultants.  Then at the next committee meeting make a determination of what we are going to do with these other drugs.

Dr. Golden asked if there is a contract.  Fielder said no.  He also stated it was not a matter of whether they pay or not, it is just a matter of the level of the rebates.  Dr. Golden asked if we could negotiate if we do not agree to their demand.   The answer was, yes, we can renegotiate.

Dr. Morrison stated that the whole issue was financial, not clinical.  He also stated the clinical issue should take precedence.  

Dr. Golden responded if we do a monetary issue in the bundled scheme, we will then have clinical decisions to make.  It really is secondary clinical.  Morrison said that at that time with those particular drugs, that’s the appropriate thing to do, but in this case it is a no-brainer.  There was more discussion about it being a financial issue.  Walt made the statement that “this program is not big enough to change the world.”  Dr. Golden continued by summarizing that we will advise the PBM that we not respond to their demands and that we then instruct the program staff and its consultant to review the resulting situation for changes in the rebate program or changes in the formulary where appropriate.  

McGrew stated that for instance we go to another provider, what kind of opportunities would there be to save money?  We are talking about $350-$360,000, a substantial amount.  
Dickerson stated it equates to $4.67 per member in the program.  Fielder stated he thought it was important to note this was an ongoing negotiation, this was in response to these to drugs moving from this plan.  Decisions made on this plan aren’t necessarily in line with what they do.  Dr. Golden did say that in response to the loss of rebates changes in the formulary coverage that might move some 2nd Tier drugs to 3rd Tier would save the Plan money, therefore, would not be the $300,000 we just talked about.  Fielder concurred and added that another factor to consider is that in some of those categories these products have 50-60-70% of the market share today.  Fielder presented a list of drugs on the contract.

Neil interjected that it is a financial issue, but we can either go with it and deal with it when it becomes a problem later.  Dr. Golden reminded them that the Committee makes the recommendation to the Board and the Board would make the final decision.  Dickerson stated that we have saved these issues in the past because it is a financial concern, and we do have to pass it on to the membership through increased premiums.  Dr. Golden suggested that we model some alternatives.  Dr. Morrison stated you can model it any way you want to but you are going to be confronted with alternatives from a variety of companies and your goal is what are clinical issues, what are drugs of choice, and that should be your primary concern.  Once that is addressed and you have a situation such as this one where there is no clinical issue, the only issue is money, then I think you have a responsibility to your members to make your decision based on that which is in the best economic interest of the Plan. Which in this case is moved to 2nd Tier.

Golden agreed, and that we have to present it to the Board so they understand that concept.  And it will help the Board to have some financial alternatives in their minds other than just the $5 per year per member.  He also suggested the Committee have a sub-committee of this group meet by phone to go over some numbers about alternatives.  It was agreed that should be done.  To model some 2nd and 3rd Tier shifts, in order to reduce the cost per member per month by 50%, the Board might look at it differently.  If the Board was presented with a recommendation of it being a clinical issue and not to respond to the financial threat, it would be useful for us to have more comparative numbers rather than just the full rebate.

Dr. Golden also stated if we looked at some different options we might do a quick run through of some of the drugs and look at how much it would cost us.  There would be several that could be moved without much difficulty.  We could do some email work and have a tele-conference call.  Email the group a couple of options with changes.  It was agreed to do that.  Dr. Morrison added that we take into consideration there is more than one issue here – the rebate issue is also member-impacted.

Dr. Golden summarized that we as a Committee are not inclined to respond to a threat in that we want to model alternative strategies for the formulary, and look at the cost to the Plan for presentation to the Board; and that we recommend to the Board not to respond to the financial option and that we accept the clinical impact.

Prescription  Insurance and Contraceptive Act Tier Placement
presented by Sharon Dickerson
Dickerson read from Act 2217, which passed effective August 11, 2005, where we have to cover every contraceptive known to man.  Most of those drugs are injectibles or implants, something that happens in the doctor’s office.  There are some that are purchased at the pharmacy.  Asked if we put them on 3rd Tier?

Bumpas stated she had discussed by email with NMHCx and the consultant, and it seems that if they are not a 2nd Tier, they are 3rd Tier.  The only thing we do not have coverage for at this time is the diaphragm.  It was clarified that it is a pharmacy item.  Fielder stated if you put in 3rd Tier, essentially not changing the Plan, no financial impact.

Dr.  Golden suggested moving everything to 3rd Tier.  Dickerson added there are some oral contraceptives on 2nd Tier and shouldn’t move those.  Any new product we have to cover move to 3rd Tier.   Dr. Golden stated to put on 3rd Tier for 6-9 months, then report back to see if there are some surprises we don’t know about.  It was presented for any objections.  None stated.

ARB’s Step Therapy, presented by Jill Johnson 
Jill Johnson stated the consultant met with NMHCx and they already had a PA (prior authorization) form and made some adjustments to it.  First of all, they have to put in the drug request, then the diagnosis.  We may or may not want to include those two, but No. 3 – Does the patient experience an adverse reaction related to an ACE-inhibitor therapy, such as, persistent dry cough.  If they say “yes,” they cannot get it. No. 4 -  If the patient has experienced ACE-inhibitor induced angioedema, do the benefits of an ARB outweigh the potential risk.  If you say “yes” to that one independently, then you can get it.  

Dr. Golden asked about the risk of angioedema?  Neill responded there is a higher percentage for those who have already had it with ACE, but overall it is very low.  Dr. Golden then asked the percentage of those who get it with ACE get it with ARBs.  Johnson doesn’t think that has been studied just yet.  The rate is likely to be low, but we don’t know what that rate is just yet.  Johnson continued that if you checked that you believe the benefits of ARBs outweigh the potential risks then you can get the ARBs.  It was asked if anyone knows what the risks are.  Dr. Golden stated he thinks it is overkill.  Johnson stated there are cases which ARB patients develop angioedema.  She continued with No. 5 – Has a patient been on and failed a 30-day trial of ACE-Inhibitor Therapy?  If yes, please document strength.  Dr. Golden said he does not understand that one.  Why would you assume if you failed with ACE you will do well on an ARB?  Johnson responded that you’re not likely to fail on an ACE.  Dickerson interjected you need proof in there they have tried the ACE before doing the ARB.  


There was some discussion about removing “and failed” from the statement.  Also, strength and dosage was discussed.  Dickerson suggested removing “and failed” and “and reason for failure.”  More discussion on the benefits and risks of ACE-inhibitors and ARBs with Neill stating maybe amending the question “Has patient failed a 30-day trial of ACE-Inhibitor Therapy?”  The failures are adverse reaction.  It is not a blood pressure issue at that point.  Dr. Golden stated that technically speaking if you want to get aggressive you could probably review all those conversions and find that a large portion of them are irrelevant.  There was the question of whether you are automatically assuming the transition from an ACE to the ARBs is due to failure?  

Johnson went on to Question No. 6 – Does this patient have Type 2 Diabetes with macroalbuminuria?   If they have Type 1 Diabetes the guidelines in the literature support ACE for ARBS, it doesn’t matter.  ARBs are no better than ACE, not a clinical decision here, it is a financial decision.  We would prefer they try an ACE first.  If it is Type 2 Diabetes and they have macroalbuminuria, micro-hypertension, then there are studies that say that ACE inhibitors work as well, ARBs work fine, neither one is better, if you are laying the progression to end-stage renal disease.   We don’t know if ACE Inhibitors prevent macroalbuminuria, renal transplant or death.  

Question No. 7 - The cases that warrant combination therapy – the patients with ST-elevation MI (Anterior), renal disease, or heart failure with EF of less than 40%, then an ARB could be superior when added to the ACE inhibitors vs. ACE or ARB’s alone.  There was lots of discussion on how aggressive you want to get to control it.  Dr. Golden stated you can submit criteria that is so loose everyone qualifies; then you can set up criteria that is real strict, but it works, and it is going to cause hassles. You are going to have a lot of hypertensive diabetics.  I would say the heart failure people will be a small percentage of the diabetes.  The number of people going to ACE /ARBs vs  ACE / BETA are small.

Dr. Golden suggested redoing question No. 3 – Does patient experience an adverse reaction related to ACE-Inhibitor therapy?  Such as  Cough □  Angioedema □  Other □

How aggressive do you want No. 5 to be?  Johnson stated to get an ARB you have to answer “yes” on 5 and “yes” on 3 – OR “yes” on 6 or 7.

Dr. Golden stated it is now more restrictive.  Grandfathering in existing ARBs, and any limitations on it would be at  your choice.  Ready for the Board.

Provigil
Johnson pointed out a disclaimer “Please note the maximum dose that will be considered is 200mg/day.”  The packaged insert says no way to support dosage above 200mg resulting in increased benefit.  Any of the following cases for usage would qualify – 
	narcolepsy (studies say you have to be diagnosed with narcolepsy in a sleep center

adjunctive treatment of obstructive sleep apnea/hypopnea syndrome
(package insert states Provigil is to be used as adjunctive therapy) – We want them to be compliant with CPAP in order for Provigil to be covered.
	shift work disorder – you can choose to cover this or not.  Signa chose not to cover this because they determined it was not medically necessary.


Dr. Golden asked how you diagnose it.  What is the criteria?  Sleep disorder associated with shirt work was discussed and Dickerson stated she feels it is legitimate criteria.  Dr. Golden feels it will be an open gate.  

Non-FDA Approved Indications:
	fatigue related to Multiple Sclerosis

excessive daytime sleepiness of Parkinson’s disease Txn (levodopa and/or dopamine agonists)

Dr. Golden suggested starting by having the benefits team give us some profiles of who these people are and what they are on.  Another question is do you want narcolepsy diagnosed by a guy in the office, or a documentation of diagnosis.  Dr. Golden feels it would be hard to make that diagnosis in a primary care office.  
When discussing Parkinson’s Johnson stated the way she understand the PA it will be computerized and the computer recognizes Parkinson’s or Multiple Sclerosis drugs.

Dickerson asked if we need to grandfather in existing prescriptions?  It was suggested to give them 5-6 months for pre-existing. The decision was to keep sleep disorder and profile users.  Dr. Golden reminded them at the last meeting it was agreed to PA it.  Now we are getting into the whole issue of how you manage sleep disorders.  May be beyond our capacity.  
 
Johnson suggested covering if diagnoses was made by a sleep specialist. 

Craig Mills then discussed line extension.  Dr. Golden asked if it was like a dosage thing.  Johnson called attention to the fact that some companies came out with weird dosage, just to maintain patents.  Her recommendation was to put this on the agenda as standing agenda item to list them all and to keep apprised.

Dr. Golden then stated the recommendation was to not take line extensions as a formulary change, but report them to the committee on a quarterly basis.

There was some discussion about keeping TIAM at 3rd Tier, move to 2nd Tier - average price of unit is $131.  Dr. Golden asked Johnson to get some prices on it.  Either dosage you are just getting it every 3 mos. 

Diavan - (I believe it was Craig who said it was on 3rd Tier and that is where it was going to stay until the Committee told him to move it.)  

Remenil – dosage change.

Mission Statement
Dr. Golden discussed the Mission and Purpose of Committee.   The EBD staff was asked to look over wording to make sure it was consistent with how we are constituted as well as how we operate.  Dickerson stated we combined the committees, and with the new legislation that goes into effect in August, 2005 is even going to change it more.  Dickerson changed it back to what the legislation said.  It doesn’t change our purpose, it combines it.  

Dr. Golden said the Committee had asked for more people because we were concerned about the quorum size.  Dickerson read from the legislation, “The Drug Utilization Evaluation Sub-Committee shall review drugs for formulary management and evaluate the financial impact of the recommendation.”  The Committee will have various positions.  It will have one (1) State Employee and one (1) Public School Employee and the appointment by the Board.  There will be extra people on the clinical side, basically putting this committee into a clinical committee.  Dickerson commented that the Mission Statement was not changed that much.  Dr. Golden stated that in many ways the Committee will continue to assessing what we do and how we do it.  He did not want to go into Item 9.  Dickerson stated this committee was not as proactive as the other committees at looking at utilization.  It is important to look at the utilization to see how much it is costing the program. That is one of the reasons for the committee changes – the cost of the program and what we were doing to contain the cost.  Many people thought we were trying to contain cost without looking at the clinical efficacy of the drug.

Fielder asked if they needed to go back to October  - which quarter?  It was agreed that eligibility is good.  Fielder also stated that George Platt has given them updated numbers to manually put in.

Dickerson explained that CareMark failed to terminate people that QualChoice terminated.  Consequently, we had thousands of members showing active when, in fact, they were not.  Then CareMark had to compensate us for that.  It was a nightmare. 
 
Bumpas continued by referring to Tab 2.  Fielder stated that increased utilization is driving cost.
 
Dr. Golden wanted to take the report and have time to review.  
Dickerson stated we will provide at one meeting and discuss at next meeting.  Dr. Golden also suggested to look at the whole cost of Lotrel (a combination pill)– Tab 2, what the benefits are, the rationale, is it tiered correctly, is the co-pay correct.

The question was asked about Nasga for insomnia.  Is it a generic.  Dickerson, stated there are no restrictions on it.  Johnson stated she just looked over an email this week, and is not prepared to discuss in this meeting, but there is a cap limit per day to be put on it.  Indicated short-time use for insomnia (7-10 days). Resnix is indicated for insomnia.  In the packaged insert stated the same thing about if you have to treat for longer than short-term insomnia you need to investigate underlying psychiatric problems as they have been uncovered in insomnia. 

Pending
Cost benefits of rebates via email.

Meeting adjourned.




